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Nanowire antennas embedding a single quantum dot (QD) have recently emerged as versatile platforms
to realize bright sources of quantum light. In this theoretical work, we show that the thermally driven, low-
frequency vibrations of the nanowire have a major impact on the QD light emission spectrum. Even at
liquid helium temperatures, these prevent the emission of indistinguishable photons. To overcome this
intrinsic limitation, we propose three designs that restore photon indistinguishability thanks to a specific
engineering of the mechanical properties of the nanowire. We anticipate that such a mechanical
optimization will also play a key role in the development of other high-performance light-matter interfaces
based on nanostructures.
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Bright sources of indistinguishable photons are key
resources for photonic quantum information technologies
[1]. In this context, semiconductor self-assembled quantum
dots (QDs) offer important assets to realize practical devices.
However, their solid-state environment also raises signifi-
cant challenges, since the coupling of the QD to uncon-
trolled degrees of freedommay degrade the spectral purity of
the emitted photons [2]. Despite impressive progress [3–8],
it remains crucial to investigate QD decoherence channels.
Among these, the unavoidable coupling to lattice vibrations
has been intensively studied, and the impact of bulk acoustic
phonons is now well understood [9–17]. Yet, modern
quantum light sources are often based on a photonic nano-
structure that defines a controlled electromagnetic environ-
ment around the QD [18]. Such a structuration necessarily
reshapes the phonon landscape and gives rise to a discrete set
of low-frequency mechanical resonances, which confine
elastic energy in tiny volumes. Even at cryogenic temper-
ature, the thermal excitation of a single mechanical mode
can then have a sizable influence on the QD optical line-
width. This was demonstrated very recently on a QD
embedded in a nanowire antenna [19], a system widely
employed to realize bright sources of quantum light [20–26].
These initial experimental results unveil a previously over-
looked QD decoherence channel. While a few theoretical
works have investigated the decoherence of a QD coupled to
phonon continua of reduced dimension [27,28], the impact
of the discrete phonon resonances hosted by realistic
nanowire structures remains to be explored.
In this Letter, we show that low-frequency thermal

vibrations constitute a major source of decoherence in
QD-nanowire antennas, which prevents the emission of
indistinguishable photons at liquid helium temperature.

A comprehensive theoretical analysis reveals that the QD
spectral broadening is dominated by the contribution of a
finite set of low-frequency mechanical modes, and strongly
depends on the QD location within the nanowire section.
To overcome this fundamental limitation, we propose
several designs based on the engineering of the nano-
mechanical properties. We anticipate that such a mechani-
cal optimization will play a key role in the development of
other high-performance light-matter interfaces based on
nanostructures.
Nanowire antennas exploit a tapered dielectric wave-

guide to shape the emission of a QD into a directive free-
space beam [29]. As shown in Fig. 1, the nanowire features
a diameter d ∼ λ=n around the QD, where λ is the free-
space operation wavelength and n the nanowire refractive
index. To optimize light collection efficiency, the nanowire
stands on a bottom dielectric-metallic mirror and is
terminated by a top taper, which can feature either a needle
[panel (a)] or trumpet shape [panel (b)]. Needle antennas
can be obtained with top-down [20,23] or bottom-up
[21,24] fabrication strategies, while photonic trumpets
have so far been produced only through top-down process-
ing [22]. In this work, we consider GaAs antennas
(d ¼ 200 nm) which embed a self-assembled InAs QD
(λ ¼ 900 nm). The emitter is located on the first antinode
of the vertical standing wave pattern generated by the
mirror reflection, 100 nm above the bottom mechanical
clamping plane. This choice maximizes the optical band-
width of the antenna, which exceeds 100 nm [30].
After an excitation in jei, the QD spontaneously relaxes

to the ground state jgi by emitting a photon. To determine
the photon spectral content, we build on the formalism
developed in Ref. [11] and recently used in Ref. [28].
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We first evaluate the impact of thermally populated
mechanical modes on the QD coherence. The interaction
of the QD with electromagnetic modes is treated phenom-
enologically as a Markovian decay channel. The corre-
sponding spontaneous emission decay rate Γ is determined
by applying the Fermi golden rule to the photonic envi-
ronment. This approach holds as long as the density of
optical states does not vary significantly over a spectral
range which includes relevant phonon modes [see
Supplemental Material of Ref. [31] ]. While this condition
is largely fulfilled for nanowire antennas, narrow band
photonic structures (such as resonant microcavities or slow-
light waveguides) generally require a more involved treat-
ment [15,16,32].
The QD-phonon coupling arises because mechanical

oscillation generates a strain that modulates the QD band
gap energy. This interaction is captured by the electron-
phonon Hamiltonian H ¼ HQD þHph þ C. The QD is
modeled as a two-level system, with a transition energy
ℏωeg: HQD ¼ ℏωegjeihej. Compared to the bulk, a nano-
wire features a set of discrete, low frequency mechanical
resonances, typically in the MHz–GHz range (the high-
frequency cutoff will be discussed later). We focus here on
the specific impact of these resonances, keeping in mind
that the high-frequency part of the phonon environment
also contributes to the spectral broadening of the QD
emission (through the formation of acoustic phonon
sidebands, and the homogeneous broadening of the
zero-phonon line [11]). Neglecting nonlinear intermode
couplings [33], the phonon Hamiltonian then reads Hph ¼P

m ℏωmb
†
mbm, with ℏωm the phonon energy of vibration

modem, and b†m the associated phonon creation operator. In
the QD-phonon coupling, one retains only the linear term:
C ¼ P

m ℏgmðbm þ b†mÞjeihej. Since the phonon wave-
lengths largely exceed the QD size, the latter can be
modeled as a pointlike structure, leading to the coupling
strength gm ¼ ð∂ωeg=∂umÞuzpfm [34,35]. For a given mode
m, um is a coordinate describing the nanowire displace-
ment; uzpfm is the rms amplitude of the associated
zero-point fluctuations (details in the Supplemental
Material [36]).
Assuming instantaneous excitation in jei, as well as a

negligible thermal population of this state, the QD photon
emission spectrum SðωÞ can be calculated following
Ref. [11]: SðωÞ ¼ Re

R∞
0 dte−Γt=2PðtÞe−iωt. In this expres-

sion, the dephasing associated with spontaneous emission is
introduced phenomenologically. PðtÞ¼Q

mPmðtÞ describes
the time evolution of dipole-dipole correlations driven by the
(uncorrelated) contributions of individual vibration modes:
PmðtÞ ¼ exp½−θ2msin2ðωmt=2Þ − η2mð1 − e−iωmtÞ�. The argu-
ment proportional to η2m ¼ ðgm=ωmÞ2 accounts for phonon
emission in the zero-temperature limit. The one proportional
to θ2m ¼ 4η2mNm, with Nm ¼ ½expðℏωm=kBTÞ − 1�−1,
accounts for the thermally activated absorption and
emission of phonons. For simplicity, we have omitted the
so-called polaron shift in PmðtÞ: it simply induces a rigid
spectral shift of the QD emission spectrum. SðωÞ can be
recast as the convolution product SradðωÞ � S1ðωÞ�
S2ðωÞ � � � �; SradðωÞ ¼ ðΓ=2Þ=½ω2 þ ðΓ=2Þ2� is the radia-
tively limited QD emission spectrum, while SmðωÞ ¼Rþ∞
−∞ dtPmðtÞ expð−iωtÞ captures the spectral broadening
associated with mode m. SmðωÞ consists of spectral lines
separated by ωm, whose relative weights are governed by the
parameters θ2m and η2m.
For pedagogical purposes, we first detail the case

of the GaAs needle antenna shown in Fig. 1(a). Its
mechanical spectrum is calculated with a finite element
software. As schematized in Fig. 1(c), the first vibration
modes fall into three families: flexural (F), longitudinal
(L), and torsional (T). T modes can be neglected: they
essentially generate shear stress, which does not modify the
band gap energy of a self-assembled QD, to first order
[19,40]. In contrast, F and Lmodes generate a longitudinal
stress σzz which strongly modulates the QD band gap
energy [40]. For L modes, σzz is uniform over horizontal
nanowire sections: the coupling strength gm does not
depend on the QD lateral position. For F modes, σzz is
null on a central neutral axis, and increases linearly when
approaching the sidewall: gm is thus strongly position
dependent [41].
Considering a needle antenna cooled down to T ¼ 4 K,

θ2m and η2m are plotted in Fig. 2(a) for the first 15 vibration
modes. For F modes, we plot the on-sidewall, maximal
values. Both θ2m and η2m decrease as the mechanical
frequency increases. For all modes η2m ≪ 1, whereas

FIG. 1. Nanowire antennas with a “needle” (a) and “trumpet”
(b) top taper. The thermal excitation of nanowire vibration modes
generates a fluctuating stress which modulates the quantum dot
(QD) band gap energy and thus broadens the spectrum SðωÞ of
QD photons. (c) Flexural (F1), longitudinal (L1) and torsional
(T1) fundamental vibration modes for the needle antenna shown
in (a). The color codes the amplitude of the σzz stress component.
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θ2m ≫ 1 for the first harmonics and θ2m ≪ 1 in the
high-frequency limit. For the first vibration modes
(θ2m ≫ 1 ≫ η2m), SmðωÞ is a comb of spectral lines with
a Gaussian envelope having a standard deviation
jgmj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Nm

p
[see Fig. 2(b)]. In this case, the QD experiences

a spectral broadening which directly reflects the thermally
driven stress fluctuations whose rms values are given for a
few modes as an inset in Fig. 2(a). Since jgmj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Nm

p
features a rather smooth dependence with respect to ωm,
all modes found in this limit significantly contribute to the
spectral broadening. The high-frequency limit corresponds
to a perturbative regime (η2m, θ2m ≪ 1). As shown in
Fig. 2(b), SmðωÞ is then composed of a central spectral
line, flanked by a red and a blue sideband, whose weights
are η2mðNm þ 1Þ and η2mNm, respectively. For the considered
needle antenna, we compute the mechanical spectrum up to
8 GHz, and the sideband weight for the higher frequency
modes is below 10−4.
Figure 2(c) shows the calculated QD emission spectrum

for on-axis and on-sidewall locations, at T ¼ 4 K. For
reference, we plot as a shaded curve the radiatively limited
spectra. These spectra differ significantly, because the local
density of optical states varies in the nanowire section
(Ref. [29] and Supplemental Material [36]). We take here
Γ ¼ 1.74 × Γbulk on the axis, and Γ ¼ 0.33 × Γbulk on the
sidewall [42], with Γbulk ¼ ð1 nsÞ−1 ¼ 2π × 160 MHz the
reference decay rate of a typical QD embedded in bulk
GaAs. Because of nanowire vibrations, both on-axis and
on-sidewall emitters feature a spectrum that differs from the
radiatively limited line shape. An on-axis emitter is only
coupled to L modes; the sidebands generated by L1

(390 MHz) are clearly resolved in the spectrum. On the
sidewall, the emitter experiences in addition a strong

contribution of low-frequency F modes. The QD emission
is then well approximated by a Voigt profile, which is much
broader than the radiatively limited line shape. Similar
results are obtained in photonic trumpets, for which QD
linewidths have been measured with resonant spectroscopy.
At low driving power, the QD investigated in Ref. [19]
features a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5.1 μeV
and a radiatively limited FWHM of 0.7 μeV. The QD
position was determined by strain-gradient mapping [41]:
the emitter is off axis by 35 nm (the mean wire radius is
145 nm). Our theory then predicts a FWHM of 2.9 μeV,
showing that even for QDs that are relatively close to the
nanowire axis, thermal vibrations constitute a major source
of decoherence at T ¼ 4 K.
Figure 2(c) also demonstrates that the spectral broad-

ening is dominated by the contribution of the first
mechanical modes. By suppressing the first 7 modes in
a needle antenna, one restores an emission profile which is
very close to the radiatively limited one. This can be
directly traced back to the rapid decrease of θ2m and η2m at
large mechanical frequency.
For quantitative analysis, we now consider the photon

indistinguishability I, a figure of merit which corresponds
to the outcome of a two-photon coalescence experiment, a
key phenomenon for many quantum information protocols.
Assuming a perfectly antibunched photon emission
[g2ð0Þ ¼ 0], it can be calculated as in Refs. [28,43]:
I ¼ Γ

R
∞
0 dte−ΓtjPðtÞj2. The numbers given in the follow-

ing include only the effect of nanowire low-frequency
vibrations, and exclude all other decoherence channels.
Figure 3 confirms that at T ¼ 4 K, thermal vibrations of
needle and trumpet antennas lead to indistinguishability
values that are not compatible with the requirements of
quantum optics experiments.

FIG. 2. Impact of the thermal vibrations of a needle antenna at T ¼ 4 K. (a) θ2m and η2m for the first 15 vibration modes. Inset: rms
values of the thermal top facet displacement hu2mi1=2 and of the longitudinal stress hσ2zz;mi1=2 for a few modes. For F modes, we plot the
maximum, on-sidewall values. (b) Line shape SmðωÞ for θ2m ≫ 1 and for θ2m ≪ 1 (in both cases η2m ≪ 1). The arrows represent Dirac δ
peaks. (c) Solid line: Calculated QD emission profile, SðωÞ. Dotted line: Calculated QD emission profile without the 7 first mechanical
modes (6 F modes and 1 L mode). Filled curve: Lorentzian, radiatively limited emission line, SradðωÞ. Top panel: on-axis QD; Bottom
panel: on-sidewall QD.
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To improve I, a first obvious strategy is to reduce the
temperature. In a pumped 3He cryostat (T ¼ 300 mK), a
QD located on the axis of a needle antenna features
I ¼ 0.98 and emitters with a distance to the axis below
20 nm exhibit I > 0.92 [Fig. 3(a)]. However, on-sidewall
emitters are still plagued with a poor I. In this situation,
accurate emitter positioning in the nanowire section is
critical to minimize vibration decoherence. For top-down
devices, this could be realized with deterministic lithogra-
phy techniques [44–46]. Interestingly, the bottom-up fab-
rication route defines an on-axis QD with an even better
accuracy [21]. Operating the source in a dilution fridge
(T ¼ 20 mK) further improves I and the tolerance on the
emitter lateral position.
Below we explore a different (and less expensive) path:

we propose to engineer the decoherence channels, bringing
all vibration modes deep into the perturbative regime (θ2m,
η2m ≪ 1), for which mechanical sidebands feature a vanish-
ingly small weight. This approach largely suppresses the
impact of low-frequency vibrations, restoring photon indis-
tinguishability when the antenna is operated in a standard
4He cryostat. Generally speaking, it is interesting to shift
mechanical resonances towards the high frequency domain,
because both Nm and ηm decrease. A second important
improvement direction is to locate the emitter as far as
possible from high-stress zones. In the following, we
propose three designs which exploit separately or combine
these ideas. The values of θm and ηm which quantitatively
support the associated discussions are given in the
Supplemental Material [36]. The Supplemental Material
also details the photonic rationale of the designs, which
preserve large light extraction efficiency (>80%). Changes
in the geometry also imply (small) changes in the QD

emission rate Γ, which are taken into account in the
calculation of I.
As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), covering the antenna with a

conformal dielectric shell made of a low-index material
represents a simple yet effective solution to suppress
vibration decoherence. We consider here SiO2, but other
materials could be employed as well. A shell with a
thickness of just s ¼ 500 nm leads to excellent performance
at T ¼ 4 K: An on-axis emitter features I ¼ 0.99, and I
exceeds 0.96 at any QD lateral positions. The shell largely
suppresses the impact of F modes, because an emitter
embedded in the core remains far from the lateral stress
maximum, which is located on the shell sidewall. In
addition, the frequency of F modes increases with the
structure diameter. The impact of L modes also decreases,
essentially because the shell increases the effective mass
of the resonator, henceforth reducing gm. As s further
increases, performance continues to improve to match the
one of bulkmaterial. From a technological point of view, the
limit s → ∞ can be conveniently achieved through a
planarization of the device. This approach also proves to
be very efficient when applied to trumpetlike antennas.
In standard nanowire antennas, QDs are located close to a

longitudinal maximum of the vibration-induced strain. The
suspended photonic trumpet shown in Fig. 4(b) completely
reverses this situation. In the proposed device, the top part of
the taper is anchored to distant pillars and the QD is located
close to the bottom part of the nanowire, which is terminated
by a flat facet, used as a mirror. The emitter is thus located

FIG. 3. Photon indistinguishability I as a function of the
operation temperature T for a typical needle (a) and trumpet
(b) nanowire antenna. We consider four transverse QD positions:
on axis, 20 nm of axis, 30 nm of axis, and on sidewall. The
vertical dashed lines indicate the typical base temperature in a
dilution fridge (20 mK), a pumped 3He cryostat (300 mK) and a
liquid 4He cryostat (4 K). FIG. 4. Photon indistinguishability I as a function of the

operation temperature T for three mechanically engineered
antennas. (a) Needlelike antenna covered with a conformal,
low-index dielectric shell (thickness of 500 nm). (b) Suspended
antenna. (c) Mechanically decoupled top taper. In (b) and (c) the
suspension arms are connected to large pillars (not shown).
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close to a free end of the nanowire, which dramatically
decreases the coupling strengths and restores excellent
spectral properties (I > 0.98 for all QD positions).
Suspended trumpets have been recently fabricated [47],
and could be alternatively realized by gluing the top facet of
the trumpet on the cleaved end of a single-mode fiber [48]. In
both cases the flat bottom facet could be conveniently
realized with a sacrificial layer.
A last possible strategy is to shift all mechanical

resonances to very large (GHz) values. In the device
schematized in Fig. 4(c), a 10 nm thin gap is introduced
between a 200 nm-high bottom nanowire section and the top
taper. The gap is sufficiently thin to minimize the optical
discontinuity, while enabling perfect mechanical decou-
pling of the bottom part from the taper. Owing to its
nanoscale volume, the bottom section exhibits a fundamen-
tal resonance frequency as high as 2 GHz, which represents
an increase of more than 3 orders of magnitude compared to
a standard trumpet. This strategy also performs very well: I
reaches 0.98 on thewire axis and exceeds 0.87 for all emitter
positions. As discussed in the Supplemental Material [36],
such a gap can be defined by etching a sacrificial layer.
To conclude, we have demonstrated that nanowire ther-

mal vibrations constitute amajor decoherence channel for an
embedded QD. This limitation can be overcome through
specific engineering of the mechanical properties of the
nanowire antenna. Our work establishes such nanomechan-
ical engineering as a crucial part of the design of high-
performance light-matter interfaces based on photonic
nanostructures. In particular, we anticipate that mechanical
vibrations also play an important role in suspended on-chip
waveguides [8,49], a potential building block of integrated
quantum photonic circuits.
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